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”Pre-Kuhn theory of science”
� 30’s: logical positivism (Vienna Circle, Berlin Group)

� Great scientific successes - physics

� Emphasis on observation and logic

� Science has a critical function

� Karl Popper:  science as clearly demarcated from non-
science



Philosophy of science
� Science follows rational rules

(scientific method)

� Separation observation/ theory 

� Cumulative growth

� Deductive structure

� Precise terminology

� Context of discovery (psychology, sociology, 
history)/ context of justification(logical, static) 

� Kuhn: opposite views on all these points



Thomas Kuhn (1922-1996)
� Background in physics and history of science

� The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962) 

� Science is not rational and cumulative

� Introduces the concept PARADIGM

(from Gr. image) 



Kuhn:
� Inductivist (logical positivism) and falsificationist 

(Popper) accounts of science fail to take account of the 
complexity of scientific theories and their 
development 

� Philosophical accounts should stand up to criticism 
based on the history of science

� Kuhn assigns an important role to the sociological and 
psychological aspects of scientific communities



Science does not follow timeless 

rules
� The quality of scientific theories and practice is not 

evaluated according to theory-independent scientific 
method.

� They are judged by comparing them to a paradigmatic 
theory. 

� Thus, there is no place ”outside of” the paradigm from 
which the paradigm can be assessed.

� As paradigms change, standards change. 

� Paradigms have their own ”rules of the game” – if you 
want to change the game, they do not apply



What is a scientific theory?
� ”this drug will cure cancer”?

� ”The earth orbits around the sun”?

� ”Humans have evolved from simpler organisms”?

� ”



Theories as (holistic) structures 

(not axioms)
� Theories should be seen as organised structures 

because:

1. history shows that theories do possess that structure

2. a coherent structure is needed to allow concepts to have 
a precise meaning 

3. science needs to grow (open-ended structures 
stimulates progress)



PARADIGM

� Unclear concept (”used in 21 ways”)

� Originally an ”achievement”

� An accepted foundation for a scientific discipline

� Sufficiently innovative to attract followers

� Sufficiently open to leave plenty of problems for the 
followers to solve

� Belongs to a scientific community



The paradigm consists of:
� A shared set of ideas about how the world is

� Accepted theory

� Examples (Principia Mathematica, Traité élémentaire 
de chimie)

� Models 

� Equipment/instruments

� Methods

� Expected solutions

� Articulated and tacit knowledge



Kuhn’s historical model of the logic of 

science

� Pre-paradigmatic period 

� Paradigm

� Normal science – puzzle solving 

� Anomalies

� Crisis 

� New paradigm 

� Normal science



Pre-paradigmatic period
� ”Immature science”

� Competing schools of thought 

� Differing procedures, theories, etc

� Little opportunity for collective progress 



Emergence of paradigm 
� One school may make a breakthrough whereby the 

shared problems of the competing schools are solved 
in a particularly impressive fashion. 

� Success draws adherents from the other schools

� Widespread consensus is formed around the new 
puzzle-solutions 



Normal science – ”puzzle-solving”
� The successful puzzle-solution, now a paradigm 

puzzle-solution, will not solve all problems. 

� The puzzle-solver expects to have a reasonable chance 
of solving the puzzle, 

� Doing so will depend mainly on own ability

� The puzzle itself and its methods of solution will have 
a high degree of familiarity. 

� During normal science scientists neither test nor seek 
to confirm the guiding theories of their disciplines 
(contra Popper). 



Three types of articles

� 1) determination of significant facts

� 2) Matching of facts with theories

� 3) Articulation of theories



Puzzle solving 1)
1) Theory leaves certain quantities or phenomena 

inadequately described and only qualitatively tells us 
what to expect. Measurement and other procedures 
determine the facts more precisely. 



Puzzle solving 2)

Known observations don’t quite tally with theory. 
What’s wrong? Tidy up the theory or show that the 
experimental data were defective. 



Puzzle solving 3)

The theory may have a solid mathematical 
formulation, but one is not yet able to comprehend 
its consequences. Kuhn gives the apt name of 
articulation to the process of bringing out what is 
implicit in the theory, often by mathematical 
analysis.



Anomalies – crisis 
� Anomalies are met all the time during normal science, 

but do not usually disrupt science (contra Popper)

� Ex: according to Newtonian mechanics, there should 
be a difference in the speed of light when it is issued 
from a moving source. Careful experiments in the late 
19th century found no such difference, despite the 
most accurate of instruments.

� Only very ”stubborn” anomalies and accumulations of 
anomalies can cause a crisis

� May cause search for a revised paradigm 



New paradigm
� Replacement must retain much of the problem-solving 

power of its predecessor. 

� Revolutions bring with them an overall increase in 
puzzle-solving power. 

� Kuhn loss? (some problems might be solved by old 
paradigm, but not new onem – Cartesian vortex theory 
could explain why planets revolve in the same 
direction, but in Newtonians saw this as being outside 
the field of mechanics)

� Thus not cumulative growth.



Kuhn’s examples of paradigms
� Aristotle's analysis of motion 

� Ptolemy's computations of plantery positions 

� Lavoisier's application of the balance 

� Maxwell's mathematization of the electromagnetic 
field 

� Smaller paradigms: discovery of X-rays
discovery of Oxygen



”Revolutions” – political analogy
� ”Because they differ about the institutional matrix 

within which political change is to be achieved and 
evaluated, because they acknowledge no supra-
institutional framework for the adjudication of 
revolutionary difference, the parties to a revolutionary 
conflict must finally resort to the techniques of mass 
persuasion, often including force.” 



”Revolutions” – political analogy II
� ”Like the choice between competing political 

institutions, that between competing paradigms 
proves to be a choice between incompatible modes of 
community life. Because it has that character, the 
choice is not and cannot be determined merely by the 
evaluative procedures characteristic of normal science, 
for these depend in part upon a particular paradigm, 
and that paradigm is at issue”.  

� (The Structure of Sciencentific Revolutions)



Paradigm (and conservatism) is 

useful
� Creates coherence in scientific community, and is 

prerequisite for growth of knowledge in normal 
periods

� Informs the scientist what to expect, and therefore is 
necessary in order to find the unexpected – and thus 
revolutions



How is science creative? Does 

that matter to what science is?
� The objective relation from the given entities to the 

solution, and the subjective way of finding it, are 
clearly separated for problems of a deductive 
character; we must learn to make the same distinction 
for the problem of the inductive relation from facts to 
theories. (Reichenbach 1938a, p. 36- 37) - >



Context of discovery/

context of justification
� Context of discovery:

� the creative side of science—the generation of new 
hypotheses.

� 'how an idea occurs to a man’

� intuitive, individual, subjective, private

� Context of justification

� ‘whether the idea is justified’

� how it is defended (e.g. in articles, papers)

� governed by rules and methods

� public



The distinction
� extremely influential in maintaining traditional views 

of objectivity and science within philosophy. 

� for example, historians can ask what life experiences 
led Einstein to relativity, but Reichenbach’s suggestion 
is that philosophers should investigate whether the 
theory of relativity is justified, and should do so by 
examining only the theory itself. 



Kuhn on context of discovery/

context of justification
� Cannot be readily separated

� Training with exemplars enables scientists to see new 
puzzle-situations in terms of familiar puzzles and 
hence enables them to see potential solutions to their 
new puzzles – (context of discovery)

� A proposed puzzle-solution is judged by its similarity 
to the paradigmatic puzzle-solutions, and this cannot 
be reduced to rules (context of justification)



Postscript 

� Written seven years after original publication of The 
Structure of Scientific Revolution

� Responds to critics and develops arguments

- relativism, irrationalism, subjectivism



The concept of the paradigm

1) ”entire constellation of beliefs, values, techniques, 
and so on shared by the members of a scientific 
community”

2) ”the concrete puzzle-solutions, which, employed 
as models or examples, can replace explicit rules 
as a basis for the solutions of the remaining 
puzzles of normals science” (the ”deeper” 
concept)



Revolutions are not just logical
� Arise in response to the accumulation of (stubborn) 

anomalies and stresses that cannot be resolved within the 
framework of the paradigm 

� Psychological - Gestalt switch 

� Sociological - education, publication, shift amongst 
the community



The duck-rabbit



Duck-rabbit 2



And less convincing ones…



And a more confusing one…



The social paradigm - communities
- The scientific community defined by sharing a 

paradigm, paradigm defined by being shared by 
scientific communites 

- A community consists of practitiones of a scientific
speciality (training, journals, conferences, 
communication networks)

- Limited number of members



Paradigms as shared exemplars
� Cognitive content of science not restricted to theories, 

but partly learned through work with exemplars

� Ability to see a variety of situations as like each other –
a collective way of seeing 

� Tacit knowledge, not full set of criteria, not something 
that can be expressed



The paradigm- incommensurability
� Parts to debates see things differently 

� Vocabularies are shared, but words have different 
meanings – communication is partial

� Debate must be conversion

� Scientists must become translators



Relativism 
� Later theories are better than earlier ones at solving 

puzzles – scientific progress

� Progress cannot be relative to truth

� Evolutionary model:  

� Science improves by allowing its theories to evolve in 
response to puzzles and progress is measured by its 
success in solving those puzzles; it is not measured by 
its progress towards to an ideal true theory.



Why was Kuhn controversial? 
� Science does not come closer to truth

� Science is not all rational

� Science is conservative (important part of scientific 
training is to become completely immersered in 
paradigm)

� Uses historical/empirical approach



Some criticism
� Historically inaccurate

� Too much concerned with physics (does it hold for 
biology?)

� Too much concerned with theory – perhaps progress 
in science has more to do with data?

� The concept of incommensurability



Group discussions

� How well does your field, and your own research, fit 
Popper’s description of science? (falsifying? Bold 
conjectures?)

� Discuss whether there has been anything that could be 
described as a scientific revolution in your field

� Do you know of any existing anomalies in your field?



Eksplanatory lacuna
� From paradigm to paradigm without a ”proper” 

explanation

� Pre-Kuhn : nature                            science

� Kuhn: science                               science


